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hi there! i’m the focal point for Aker BP in coordinating and leading the development of “Digital Well Program” and I have a very important message for you –

we are driving the digital well construction!

Alexander Brekke, drilling engineer
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RECONSTRUCTING THE WAY WE OPERATE OUR BUSINESS
Aker BP’s four main improvement pillars

- Partnerships and alliances
- Digitalization
  - Maximize flow efficiency & minimize waste
  - Improved margins & reduced execution time
- LEAN operations
- Flexible business model

WELL CONSTRUCTION PROCESS: CURRENT STATUS
COLLABORATIVE WELL PLANNING

Eureka: CWP

DIGITAL WELL PROGRAM

Eureka: CWP

Eureka: DWP
THINK BENEFITS

workflow dataflow digital well program micro-service data science

alvheim pilot
Your feedback is very important to us.

Please open the LIFE2019 app to answer a few short questions on this presentation.
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www.linkedin.com/in/alexanderbrekke